CASE STUDY
SOTI Certified CipherLab RS31 Brings Enterprises Management Convenience

Headquartered in the United States with over 13,200
retail pharmacy stores in 11 countries, a global leading
pharmaceutical wholesaling brand that is dedicated to
community pharmacy care uses CipherLab's RS31 to
help its retail store staffers increase daily work
productivity and improve overall efficiency in more than
400 retail stores across Thailand.
CipherLab's RS31 is a mobile touch computer with evolved specifications that satisfies
demanding industry requirements in the fields of sales, service, retail, and healthcare.
Weighing only 260 grams, its lightweight design allows workers to carry it around all day long
without being burdened or feeling fatigued. Its touch-centric user interface is just like any other
smartphone, so it is completely user friendly, and only a short learning curve is required for
retail store workers to operate it effectively. Also, the RS31 is protected with a extremely
durable design. It can withstand multiple 1.2m drops onto concrete and is also protected by a
IP67 sealing. The RS31 is specifically built for work in any demanding environment as it is dust
and water proof. Furthermore, its dominating operating power and fast wireless connection
guarantees an enhanced user experience. Simply put, the CipherLab RS31 fulfills all operation
needs for a faster and smarter workflow.
Most importantly, the CipherLab RS31 is SOTI certified. SOTI is a proven leader in creating
innovative mobile device management solutions that reduce the cost and complexity of
business-critical mobility. It provides enterprises and administrators a robust set of features to
support remote management. Along with CipherLab's self-developed utilities such as AppLock
and Barcode-to-Setting, the solution greatly improves any enterprise's productivity and
efficiency.
The close connection between our partner and end users brought insightful understanding
about the demands which helped expand the adoption of CipherLab's products in Thailand.
We are happy that CipherLab's RS31 has made such a positive impact on workers’ efficiency
and productivity in its many pharmacies throughout Thailand. Click here to know more about

CipherLab SOTI certified products.
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